We consider the optimal boundary control of aeroacoustic noise, governed by the two-dimensional unsteady compressible Euler equations. The control is the time-and space-varying wall normal velocity on a subset of an otherwise solid wall. The objective functional to be minimized is a measure of acoustic amplitude. Optimal transpiration boundary control of aeroacoustic noise introduces challenges beyond those encountered in direct aeroacoustic simulations or in many other optimization problems governed by compressible Euler equations. One nontrivial issue that arises in the optimal control problem is the formulation and implementation of transpiration boundary conditions. Because suction and blowing on the boundary are allowed, portions of the boundary may change from in ow to out ow, or vice versa, and different numbers of boundary conditions must be imposed at in ow vs out ow boundaries. Another important issue is the derivation of adjoint equations, which are required to compute the gradient of the objective function with respect to the control. Among other things, this is in uenced by the choice of boundary conditionsfor the compressible Euler equations.The approachesto meet these challenges are described and results presented for three model problems. These problems are designed to validatethe transpiration boundary conditions and their implementation, study the accuracy of gradient computations, and assess the performance of the computed controls. 
Nomenclature

Introduction
T HE goals of this paper are the description of issues arising in the computation of optimal transpirationboundarycontrols for the minimization of aeroacoustic noise, the introduction of our approaches to deal with these issues, and the presentationof numerical results that support the effectiveness of our approach.
The controlobjectivefor aeroacousticapplicationsusually targets acoustic waves that are typicallyseveralorders of magnitudesmaller than ow quantities associated with the energetically dominant dynamics. Like the direct simulation of aeroacoustic phenomena, optimal control of aeroacoustics requires proper resolution of smallamplitude acoustic uctuations. However, optimal control imposes additional demands. First, optimal control of aeroacoustic noise requires that dynamic control actuations are properly translated into small-amplitudeacoustic uctuations.This can add signi cant challenges to the simulation. Second, to apply gradient based optimization algorithms for the computation of an optimal control, one needs to compute sensitivity information. In our case, where controls are temporally and spatially distributed, this is accomplished with the adjoint equation approach. The implementation of the adjoint equation needs to relate undesired small-amplitude acoustic uctuations accurately to modi cations of the control that can reduce them.
Acoustic waves are nondissipative and nondispersive; their resolution requires high-order accurate numerical schemes with minimal dissipation and dispersion error. In our state computations, spatial derivative operators are discretized with sixth-order central nite differences, and a fourth-orderaccurate explicit Runge-Kutta scheme is used to advance the solution in time. We use sponge regions near the far-eld boundaries to allow acoustic waves and spurious numerical waves to leave the domain without signi cant re ections. A nonstandard and nontrivial task that arises in our optimal control problem is the formulation and implementation of transpiration boundary conditions. Because we allow suction and blowing on the boundary, portions of the boundary are allowed to change dynamically from in ow to out ow, or vice versa. Different numbers of boundary conditions have to be imposed depending on whether a boundary portion is an in ow or an out ow boundary. Speci cally, for subsonic suction only one physical boundary condition is required, whereas three physical boundary conditions are needed for subsonic blowing. Our choice of boundary conditions, as well as their implementation in the context of our high-order nite difference based code, is discussed hereafter. Our implementation of the boundary conditions borrows heavily from Sesterhenn.
1
Because the number of control variables in our problem is large, we apply a gradient-basedalgorithm for the computation of an optimal control.The gradientof the objectivefunctionwith respectto the control is computed by the adjoint equation approach. The general framework underlyingour approach in this paper is the same as that used in previous work, 2;3 and it is similar to many adjoint equationbased optimization procedures used for optimization of unsteady problems. It carefully addresses some subtle but important issues that are sometimes overlooked in other works. In previous work 2 on the optimal boundary control of unsteady, two-dimensional viscous compressible ows, the discretize-then-optimi ze approach for gradient computation was used. In this approach, the state equation and objective function are rst discretized, and the adjoint calculus is applied to the discrete problem, possibly aided by automatic differentiation. Although this method generates exact gradient information for the discretized problem, it does so without providing direct physical and mathematical insight into the adjoint partial differential equations (PDEs), especially their boundary conditions, associated with the continuous problem. The latter are important to assess the well-posed nature of the optimal control problem and the quality of the computed discretized control as an approximation to the true optimal control. Accurate state discretizations are not suf cient to ensure an accurate discretization of the optimal control problem. For the latter, it is also necessary to resolve the adjoint PDEs adequately. Gradient computations using the optimizethen-discretize approach, in which one rst determines the adjoint PDEs and their boundary conditions, and then discretizes these, in combination with the aforementioned discretize-then-opti mize approach,can providesome insightinto the issues of well-posednature and approximation quality. We present comparisons of gradient information computed using our optimize-then-discretize approach with nite difference gradient information, which corresponds to the discretize-then-opti mize approach.
To test our approach, three optimal control problems are solved and discussed in this paper. The rst test problem shows that the computed optimal controls can produce well-resolvedplanar acoustic waves of very small amplitude to minimize the observed sound amplitudes by means of wave cancellation. In the second test problem, the optimal control targets the no-penetrationsolid wall boundary condition, which ampli es the noise amplitude by re ecting the incident waves back into the observation region. The computed optimal control lets the incident acoustic waves pass through the wall, mimicking a nonre ecting boundary condition. The third and last test problem compares the nonre ecting behavior of the optimal transpiration control against two widely used nonre ecting far-eld boundaryconditions.The success of this approachhas enabled us to investigate the feasibility of optimal transpirationcontrol for reducing the impulsive noise associated with the blade vortex interaction phenomenon in Ref. 4 .
Problem Formulation State Equations
The vector u D .½; v 1 ; v 2 ; T / T denotes the primitive variables, and q.u/ D .½ ; ½v 1 ; ½v 2 ; ½ E/ T denotes the conserved variables. Here ½, v i , and T are the density, the velocity component in the x i direction, and the temperature, respectively. The pressure p and total energy per unit mass E are given by
where M is the reference Mach number. The convective ux in the x i direction is
where ± i j is the Kronecker symbol.
The spatial domain occupied by the uid is Ä ½ R 2 , the portion of the solid boundary on which control is exercised is 0 c , and .t 0 ; t f / is the time period of interest. By n D .n 1 ; n 2 / T , we denote the unit outward normal to the boundary 0 of Ä. In our model problems, Ä D fx 2 R 2 :
T . The Euler equations can be written in conservative form as
with boundary conditions
and initial conditions
The function g in the boundary conditions (3b) is the transpiration boundary control g D v T n, which is to be determined on the controlled boundary 0 c . Positive g denotes suction, whereas negative g corresponds to injecting uid into the domain Ä. The precise form of the boundary conditions (3b) will be speci ed in the following section.
Wall Boundary Conditions
Transpiration boundary control g takes place in the near-eld region where nonlinearities, unsteadiness, and spatial gradients are often signi cant. Not surprisingly, implementation of a boundary treatment that can accommodate this control mechanism is not an easy task. Moreover, the hyperbolic nature of the Euler equations (and its discretization) often leads to the propagationof nonphysical error waves associated with inappropriatelyimposed and/or implemented boundary conditions. This can ultimately contaminate the solution everywhere in the domain. This dif culty is particularly acute for high-order central difference discretizations when mated with explicit time-advancement schemes. The discrete dispersion relation permits highly oscillatory numerical error waves that can propagatefaster than the physicalwaves of the system, often leading to restrictive time-step constraints.
The implementation of slip-wall boundary conditions (zero normal velocity) for aeroacoustic computations has received attention, most notablythe ghost cell method of Tam and Dong  5 and Kurbatskii  and Tam. 6 However, implementationof transpiration-typeboundary conditions for inviscid compressible ows has received relatively less attention. We view the transpiration boundary condition as an in ow/out ow boundary condition, where the number of physical boundary conditions is dictated by the characteristic speeds associated with the unit outward normal n. These speeds are v T n (with a multiplicity corresponding to the space dimension) and v T n § c, where v and c are the local velocity and sound speed, respectively. When one of these characteristic speeds is negative, the associated characteristicquantity propagatesfrom outside the boundarytoward the interior of the domain, and a physical boundary condition must be imposed. On the other hand, a positive speed indicates ow of information from the inner domain toward the boundary, necessitating the imposition of a numerical boundary condition. Therefore, one physical and three numerical boundary conditions must be imposed for subsonic suction, and three physical and one numerical boundary conditions are needed for subsonic blowing. Hence, for an impermeable wall or suction, v T n¸0, and the physicalboundary condition
must be satis ed. However, when uid is injected into the domain, not only must the wall normal velocity be speci ed, but, as suggested by the characteristic speeds normal to the boundary, two other ow quantities must be imposed. The appropriate selection of the additional ow quantities that should be constrained can impact both the implementation, as well as the accuracy, of the nal method. Based on extensive experimentation, we have selected entropy and vorticity as the additional ow quantities that are speci ed in our transpiration boundary condition. This was motivated by the wellknown fact that entropy and vorticity information propagates along the incoming characteristics,and, as shown hereafter, we were able to implement these boundaryconditionswithin our high-order nite differencediscretizationin such a way that high accuracyand numerical stability were retained. In summary, for v T n < 0, the boundary conditions
are imposed. In this study, we require the injected uid to be isentropic and irrotationalby setting ! 0 D S 0 D 0. Injection of rotational uid will be explored in future work. We may combine Eqs. (4) and (5) into
Although we have used these boundary conditions successfully in several optimal control applications,the mathematically well-posed nature of the compressibleEuler equationswith these boundaryconditions has not been established. Success of these boundary conditions may be dependenton their implementation,which is discussed hereafter.
Optimal Control Problem
In this paper, we solve
where the objective function is de ned as
In Eqs. 
Adjoint Equations
We use a gradient-basedoptimization procedure to solve the optimal control problem. The gradient is computed with the adjoint method. This approach is widely used, and a Refs. 2, 3, 8-14 represent a small sample of the work on adjoint methods for the optimization of unsteady ows. References 15-19 are a few of the many papers discussing adjoint equations for the optimization of steady Euler equations, mostly in the context of optimal design. However, our work here differs in two aspects from the cited literature. First, the governing ow equations, especially the boundary conditions, are different. Therefore, our adjoint PDEs, in particular, our adjoint boundary conditions, are different. Second, to gain more insight into the mathematical formulation of our problem, we use the optimize-then-discreti ze approach. This means that we derive the adjoint equations on the PDE level and then discretize our adjoint PDEs to obtain gradient information for the optimization algorithms. The gradient information obtained from this procedure is different than the one obtained by application of the adjoint equation procedure to the discretized version of the optimal control problem (3) and (6) . Although the two outlined procedures do result in different gradient information, one expects, or at least hopes, that the error between the gradients computed by both approaches goes to zero if the discretization is re ned. Of course, for this to happen, the optimal control problem and the adjoint PDEs must be formulated properly, and the discretization of the optimal control problem, as well as of the adjoint PDEs, must be suitable for the optimal control context. For our problem, and even much simpler optimal problems, these are nontrivial issues. Use of the optimizethen-discretizeapproach and the gradient checks, reported on in the section "Numerical Results," indicate that our approach is sensible.
In this paper, we focus on the aspects of the adjoint equation method that are different in our case from the approaches in the literature. The adjoint equations including boundary conditions are summarized later. Details on their derivation, as well as the computation of the objective function gradient, may be found in the Appendix. Our discretization of the optimal control problem, as well as the adjoint equations, is discussed in the next section.
The adjoint variables¸D .¸1;¸2;¸3;¸4/ T to the ow equations (3a) satisfy the differential equation
where
The source term r in Eq. (8) is obtained by differentiating the right-hand side in Eq. (7b) with respect to the primitive variables. It is given by
where Â Äobs is the indicator function, that is, Â Äobs .x/ D 1 for x 2 Ä obs , and Â Äobs .x/ D 0 otherwise. The nal time condition for the adjoint variables is given by
In the Appendix, the adjoint boundary conditions are written in a compact form in terms of the adjoint characteristic variables. In the following, however, the adjoint boundary conditions are stated in terms of the adjoint variables¸for sake of completeness. We also de ne the adjoint momentum as
, we obtain the three boundary conditions
The solid surface is a special case of suction with g D 0. Note from Eqs. (11) that only one boundary condition,
Looking at the characteristicsof the adjoint equation (8), one would expect only one boundary condition in the case g D v T n < 0. A full analysis of these adjoint boundary conditions is in progress. However, note that the derived boundary conditions for suction and blowing are compatible as g ! 0.
Implementation
In this section, we focus on the discretization scheme and the implementation of the transpirationboundary condition for the state equations.
Discretization
Numerical simulation of aeroacoustic phenomena demands high numerical accuracy, that is, low dissipation and dispersion, to resolve convective ow features accurately over a wide range of space/timescales and amplitudes.To meet this need, most earlier approacheshave utilized high-orderaccurate nite differencemethods such as compact schemes 20 and the dispersion relation preserving methods. 21 Our study focuseson the applicationof optimalcontrolto aeroacoustic problems, and, for this purpose, we have initially chosen to use the sixth-order central nite difference method with explicit high-wave-numberdamping and simple boundary treatments. This combination possesses excellent dispersion relation preserving properties (see, for example, Ref. 22) . Its simplicity allows us to explore the issues involved in applying optimal control theory to aeroacoustic ows while avoiding complicationsthat may arise due to more complex discretizations.
With this background,our Euler ow solver is based on a conservative extension of the explicit nite difference method describedin Ref. 22 . The Euler equations are formulatedin a generalizedcoordinate systemwhere the physicaldomain is mapped to a computational space: a unit square divided into an equally spaced grid system. This transformationallows clusteringof grid pointsin regionsof high gradients, simpli es the implementation of the boundary conditions, and allows the code to be used for moderately complex geometries. Although the code supports optimized nite differences with up to seven point stencils, for this study, spatial derivatives are approximated using standard sixth-order-accuratecentral differences in the interior, with third-order biased and one-sided differences used at boundaries that are designed to enhance stability when used with explicit time-advancement methods. 23 To suppress the growth of high-wave-numbererror modes, a fourth-order arti cial dissipation term is added to the right-hand side of the discretized equations. This dissipation term is computed using fourth-order-accuratenite differences, and the dissipation parameter is chosen to damp out the error modes while avoiding excessive dissipation in the resolved scales, as established through numerical experimentation. Sponge terms 22;24 are used in the vicinity of the far-eld boundary with a one-dimensional Riemann invariant treatment at the far-eld boundary.
Implementation of Boundary Conditions
As discussed earlier, the state boundary conditions (4) and (5) do not provide enough information to populate u on the boundary. For subsonic suction, the physical boundary condition (4) has to be augmented by three numerical boundary conditions. For subsonic blowing, one numerical boundary condition is needed in addition to the three physical boundary conditions (5) . Analogous considerations apply to the adjoint PDE. However, because the adjoint PDEs are solved backward in time, characteristicsthat are outgoing for the state equation are incoming for the adjoint equations and vice versa. The following describes our implementation of state and adjoint boundary conditions.
Implementation of Wall Transpiration Boundary Conditions
Most wall boundaryconditiontreatmentsin the literaturefocus on solid walls and the numerical implementation of the no-penetration boundary condition. In the course of our study, we tried to modify several existing boundary condition treatments to accommodate wall normal suction and blowing. First, we tried the common treatment of solving the continuity equation for density on the boundary, imposing the normal velocity actuation, as well as extrapolation of the remaining state variables from the inner domain. This treatment produces considerable numerical noise that corrupts the dilatation and vorticity elds and severely reduces the allowable time step for a stable solution. Next, we tried the one-dimensionalcharacteristicbased approachesof Thompson, 25; 26 Poinsot and Lele, 27 and Giles. 28 We could not successfully modify any of these methods to actuate a time-and space-varying suction and blowing control without eventual blow-up of the simulation.
We eventually arrived at an implementation with acceptable accuracy and stability properties that is based on the approach originally formulated by Sesterhenn, 1 who expresses the inviscid part of the equations as a decomposition into several plane waves aligned with the numerical grid. This is done in an attempt to merge nite differencing with schemes based on compatibility equations such as Moretti's¸scheme. 29 In this approach, transport equations are written for pressure,normal, and tangentialvelocitiesin terms of the pseudoacousticwave amplitudes. These pseudowaves may not have any physical signi cance in two-or three-dimensional ows, but, in one dimension, they coincide with the temporal change of acoustic wave amplitudes closely related with the Riemann invariants of homentropic ows. Also, the introduction of these pseudowaves allows a more direct and natural implementation of wall boundary conditions as opposed to the locally one-dimensional inviscid approximation of Poinsot and Lele. 27 We use Sesterhenn's decomposition only on the wall boundary to implement the transpiration boundary conditions (4) and (5). In the following, body coordinates s-n are used, where n denotes the outward normal direction to the boundary and s D .s 1 ; s 2 / T D .¡n 2 ; n 1 / T is the unit tangential vector. We de ne the following "pseudowaves" in the tangential and normal directions:
Transport equations for the velocity components and pressure can be recast in terms of these pseudowaves as
At boundary points, X § s are determined from the boundary data available at the current time. However, in the n direction, the Mach number M n D v T n=c determines where the X n pseudowaves originate. For example, when the ow is locally subsonic, X ¡ n enters the domain from outside, whereas X C n leaves the domain (Fig. 1) . Waves that enter the domain are speci ed so that the imposed physical boundary conditions are satis ed. As mentioned earlier, one physical boundary condition, v T n D g, must be imposed on the boundary for subsonic suction. The unknown pseudowave X ¡ n is determined from Eq. (15a): The time derivativeof pressure can now be computed by substitution for X ¡ n from Eq. (16) in Eq.(15c). The energyequationcan be written in terms of entropy as
where @ n S is computed from the interior domain with a one-sided nite difference stencil, allowing us to compute the time derivative of entropy from Eq. (17) . Similarly, if @ n v T s is computed by a onesided nite difference stencil, the time derivative of v T s can also be computed from Eq. (15b). Now, we have @ t v T s, @ t v T n, @ t p, and @ t S at our disposal, and we can easily compute the temporal derivative of any other ow quantity. For instance, to compute @ t ½, one can use the Gibbs equation
in conjunction with the equation of state (1), to write the density time derivative in terms of entropy and pressure. For subsonic blowing, however, three physical boundary conditions must be imposed, v T n D ¡g, S D 0, and ! D 0. Again, the unknown pseudowave is determined from Eq. (16), and the pressure time derivative is subsequently computed from Eq. (15c). The time derivative of density is found by enforcement of a zero rate of change in entropy in Eq. (18):
Implementation of Adjoint Boundary Conditions
Our treatment of the adjoint boundary conditions differs from that of the state boundary conditions just described. Although we could have applied a boundary treatment similar to that used for the state, our adjoint boundary condition implementation is instead based on simple extrapolation of appropriate adjoint characteristic quantities,similar to that describedfor the Euler equationsin Ref. 30 . This simple implementation has been suf cient for all of the adjoint computations presented here. We point out that the optimize-thendiscretize framework allows us to use different implementations in the state and adjoint discretizations and that we have made use of that exibility here.
There exist nonsingular matrices P, L, and a diagonal matrix ¤ with entries
(For details, see the Appendix.) Because the adjoint equations are solved backward in time, a negative eigenvalue v T n, v T n § c indicates ow of information from the inner domain toward the boundary. To populate the adjoint vector on the boundary, numerical boundary conditions are needed to complement the derived adjoint boundaryconditions.In this work, we simply extrapolatethe components of ª D .9 1 ; 9 2 ; 9 3 ; 9 4 / T def D P T¸t hat correspondto negative propagation speeds in the direction normal to the boundary.
For subsonic suction, a third-order extrapolation of 9 4 from the inner domain provides the numerical boundary condition that complements the adjoint boundary conditions (11), or their equivalent expression (33-35) in terms of the characteristic adjoint variables.
For subsonic blowing, we extrapolate 9 1 and 9 4 , whereas 9 2 and 9 3 are determined from the adjoint boundary conditions (13) or, more precisely, their equivalent expression (35) and (39) in terms of the characteristic adjoint variables derived in the Appendix.
Far-Field Sponge Treatment for the State and Adjoint Equations
We use sponges at the far-eld boundaries to prevent outgoing acoustic and numerical waves from being re ected in the domain. A sponge is applied by addition of a source term of the form ¡µ .x/.q ¡ O q/ to the Euler equations in the sponge region. The function µ .x/ is a strictly increasing function that is only nonzero in the sponge and varies from zero at the inner edge to a large value at the outer edge. The state solution is forced to approach the prescribed eld O q in the sponge region. Note that the adjoint of the sponge is of the form µ .x/M T¸, which is added to the right-hand side of Eq. (8). This sponge term forces the adjoint variable¸effectively to vanish in the sponge region.
Numerical Results
In our model problems, Ä D fx 2 R 2 :x 2 > 0g, 0 c D fx 2 R 2 : x 2 D 0; a · x 1 · bg, and n D .0; ¡1/ T .
Test Case 1
In this section, we present optimal control results for the test problem depicted in Fig. 2 . In the following, the source period has uniform spacing of 1x 1 D 1x 2 D 0:05. Because the line source is harmonic, and the effect of nonlinearitiesaway from the source region is negligible, the ow eld exhibits a limit-cycle behavior with period T p as t ! 1. The initial time t 0 is chosen large enough for this limit-cycle pattern to be established effectively in the domain. Figure 3a shows contours of pressure uctuations about the ambient pressure, p ¡ p a , for the uncontrolled ow within one period of oscillation.
The analytical solution for the in nite-dimensional no-control problem can be found easily by superimposition of an image line source at x 2 D ¡H . The second component of velocity v 2 and pressure p can be written as In Eqs. (21), the velocity and pressureamplitudeof the harmonic line source are denoted by v m and p m , respectively.Equation (21a) satises the inviscid wall boundary condition at x 2 D 0 at all times. Further examination of Eq. (21b) shows that, for t D H=c C .2n C 1/=4, n D 0; 1; 2; 3; : : : , the pressure uctuation vanishes everywhere in the domain. This behavior is seen in the second and fourth plots of Fig. 3a .
For this test case, the value of the objective function (7) at the
¡3 . After 15 nonlinear conjugate gradient iterations, 2 the computed control g 15 reduces the observation term in the objective function to J obs .g 15 / D 6:6 £ 10 ¡4 , which is about 45% of its initial value. Because of our choice of weights ® i , we obtain that J reg .g 15 / ¼ 10 ¡10 J obs .g 15 /, that is, the value J .g 15 / of the objective function (7) can be equated with J obs .g 15 /. The same is also true for the other test cases. The acoustic pressure contours for the controlled run are shown in Fig. 3b . To analyze the behavior of the computed control, the time history of the control at x 1 D 0; § 1 4 is plotted in Fig. 5 . Figure 5a depicts the time history of control at x 1 D 0. Note that the control has no dif culty in picking up the source frequency, and the control oscillates with an approximately constant amplitude for most of the time window .t 0 ; t f /. Close to the nal time, the control loses the harmonic behavior and becomes approximatelyconstant. Figure 5b shows the time history of control at three locations on the wall, x 1 D 0; § 1 4 , separated by one-quarter wavelength. Figure 5b demonstrates that the controls at these three locations are exactly in phase. Further checks reveal that the control indeed is constant across the control region and is only a function of time. Because the lower edge of the observation region is located at a distance 1 2 above the wall, it takes about 1 2 time units for the effect of the boundary actuation to be felt in the observation region, explaining the behavior of the control near the nal time shown in Fig. 4a . From t D 49:5 onward, the control cannot affect the observation term, and, hence, it tries to minimize the contribution of the regularization term. The contribution of the spatial derivatives g x1 and g x1 x1 to Eqs. (7) is zero, and the contribution of the time regularization term kg t k 2 2 is approximately 4¼ 2 ¼ 39:5 times larger than the regularizationterm kgk 2 2 for a simple harmonic oscillation. Therefore, the main focus of the optimal control in the time period .39:5; t f / is to reduce g t initially, which is clearly achieved by creating a plateau near the nal time t f . To understand the effect of the computed control, one can subtract the uncontrolled pressure eld from the optimal control pressure eld as shown in Fig. 4b . Because the amplitude of ow quantities are small, the nonlinear terms in the governing equations are negligible and the contour plot of Fig. 4b isolates the effect of boundary actuation. Note that the boundary control creates a nearly planar wave to counter the wave system (21) in the observation region. A perfect cancellation is not possible because the wave produced by the control cannot cancel the wave system (21) at all times. The optimal control targets instants of time at which the observation region has high-amplitude waves (the rst and third snapshots of Fig. 3a ) and tries to reduce these waves by producing the wave shown in Fig. 4b . The control slightly disturbs the approximately silent instants observed in the second and fourth plots of Fig. 3b .
Test Case 2
In this test case, we control the scattered and refracted wave pattern arising from the interactionof a monopole sound source with an inviscid vortex. Again, all ow quantities are nondimensionalized with source period T p and acoustic wavelength L. The monopole sound source, modeled as a source term in the energy equation, is located at .0; 5/ and interacts with an inviscid vortex 31 of circulation 2¼=5 (counterclockwise) and radius 1 2 located at .0; 3:5/. The computational domain, control objective, and the spatial and temporal discretizationsare identical to that of test case 1. Sponge-type nonre ecting far-eld boundary conditions are now used on the left, right, and top boundaries. The distance between the vortex and the solid wall is large enough to ignore the effect of the image vortex in the optimization time interval comfortably. Hence, the vortex is considered to be stationary and the mean ow pressure distribution to be steady. The time interval comprises 600 uniform time steps of size 1t D 0:025 from time t 0 D 30 to time t f D 45. Again, the initial time is larger than the time required for the limit-cycle pattern to be established effectively in the domain.
After 20 optimization iterations, the control objective is reduced from J obs .g 0 / D 0:49 to J obs .g 20 / D 0:34. The acoustic pressure contours for the no-control and optimal-control simulations are shown in Figs. 6a and 6b , respectively. In the no-control simulation, the scattered wave behind the vortex is mostly observed in the right half of the observation region, which is due to the counterclockwise circulation of the vortex. The left half is relatively silent. The solid wall intensi es the incident waves and forces the waves to move horizontally.
However, focus shifted onto the observation region of the optimal control run reveals that the main difference between the two runs is the slanted contours of the optimal control simulation. To understandthe control mechanism, another simulation is performed where the solid wall is replaced with a nonre ecting boundary condition based on Riemann extrapolation. Figure 6c shows four snapshots of the acoustic pressure eld at the same instants in time by the use of the Reimann boundary treatment. The pressure contours in the observation region for this run are very similar to that of the optimal control run, both slanting at an angle to the horizon, unlike the almost at contours of the uncontrolled run. This suggests that the optimal control attempts to mimic an absorbing boundary. The computed optimal control makes the wall nearly transparent to the incident waves, thereby preventing them from re ecting and intensifying the sound measured in the observation region.
In the no-control run, the refracted/re ected wave pattern seen in the middle of the observation region is approximately horizontal. However, the wave system produced by the boundary actuation (Fig. 7b) and the wave pattern observed in the center of the optimal control plots (Fig. 6 ) slant in opposite directions. The production of the slanted wave of Fig. 7b by the boundary actuation is further validated by Fig. 7a , where the time history of control at three positions, x 1 D ¡0:25; 0, and 0.25, separated by one-quarter acoustic wavelength, is plotted. The phase difference in control actuation at these three locations allows for the production of waves with slanted fronts. Note that the control amplitude is smaller at x 1 D ¡0:25 than at the other two locations. This shows that the optimal control avoids disturbing the relatively silent left half of the observation region while attenuating the noisy right half of this region.
Test Case 3
In test case 2, we argued that the computed transpirationboundary actuation effectively rendered the controlled surface transparent to incident waves. Test case 3 allows us to quantify how closely a transpirationwall is capableof mimickinga nonre ectingboundarycon- 
In Eqs. (22) acoustic pulse propagates at the ambient speed of sound c a D 2 toward the wall, and, at t 0 , the beginning of the optimization horizon, it is located at x 2 D 4. For the no-control simulation, the pulse re ects off of the solid wall, passes through Ä obs , and reaches x 2 D 10 at the nal time t f . We use ® 0 D 10
¡3 . Optimization starts at the no-control con guration with 
and is not the Euclidean norm. Four snapshots of the acoustic pressure contours of the no-control and optimally controlled ow are shown in Fig. 8 . We note that, whereas the uncontrolled ow is one dimensional,the controlled ow is two-dimensionaldue to the nite sized control region on the bottom wall. Figure 8a shows that the observation region is quiet except for the time interval in which the re ection off of the solid wall passes through it. Therefore, the optimal control actuation can not decrease the objective function unless it eliminates the re ection from the wall and makes the controlled wall transparent to the incident acoustic pulse. This behavior is evident in Fig. 8b , where the control actuation has allowed the central portion of the acoustic pulse between [¡5; 5] to pass through the wall without noticeable re ection.
To access the performance of the optimal control transpiration boundary condition (BC) in producing an essentially nonre ecting boundarycondition,we remove the lower wall and enforce the wellknown nonre ecting treatments: 1) Riemann extrapolation and 2) sponge. Then we compute We note that the Riemann condition performs somewhat worse than the spongebecauseRiemann treatmentsare well known to re ect the nonsmooth, numerical error waves. The amount of re ections in the observation region for the controlled wall is less than the Riemann treatment, whereas it is considerably higher than the sponge treatment. Because the transpiration and Riemann BC implementations are both based on the ow characteristics,the Riemann BC is a reasonablereferenceagainstwhich the performanceof the transpiration BC can be measured. That the optimal control boundary performs slight better than the Reimann BC is likely due to the numerical error associatedwith extrapolationin the Reimann BC. Figure 9 compares the amplitudes of the re ected waves by plotting the time history of pressure uctuations in the center of the observation region. The maximum sound amplitude for the optimal control simulation is slightly less than one-half of the peak re ection amplitude due to the Riemann treatment, whereas the peak re ection amplitude of the sponge treatment is about an order of magnitude smaller than the other two.
Gradient Accuracy
As we have mentioned earlier, we use the optimize-thendiscretize approach to compute gradient information. That is, we rst derive adjoint equations and the objective function gradient on the PDE level and then discretize the resulting expressions. The results in this section provide evidence that in our treatment at §²±g and §2²±g and compare the second-order approximation
2²/ with a fourth-order nite difference approximation. The nite difference step size ² is varied until these two approximations agree to a relative error of less than 10 ¡6 (for test case 3). For example, for test case 3, which uses a 241 £ 141 grid and g D 0, the computed second-order approximation to hr[J h .g/]; ±gi G is ¡535:1712, and the computed fourthorder approximation is ¡535:1714. The corresponding directional derivative computed with the optimize-then-discretize approach is h[r J .g/] h ; ±gi G D ¡535:1872. Figure 10 shows the results of grid convergence studies with grids ranging in size from 241 £ 141 to 961 £ 561. For our computations, the solution at the nest discretization 961 £ 561 is assumed to be the reference solution and is denoted by subscript f . In Fig. 10 , three relative error measures have been plotted against the number of mesh points N x1 , where N x1 is the number of grid points in the x 1 direction, and the number of grid points in the x 2 direction is .7=12/.N x1 ¡ 1/ C 1, chosen to give the same grid spacing in both directions. In Fig. 10 , J denotes the value of the objective function (7a). The approximate directional derivative h[r J .g/] h ; ±gi G is obtained by discretization of the adjoint equations (optimize then discretize), and the fourthorder nite difference approximation to the directional derivative hr[J h .g/]; ±gi G is obtained by differentiationof the discretized objective function.
Both axes of Fig. 10 have a logarithmicscale, and the slope of each line measures the order of convergence as discretization is further re ned. The observed rate of convergencefor the objective function J is approximately 5:5, whereas the relative errors between the directional derivative approximations converge with an observed rate of approximately three. Because we use a nite difference scheme that is sixth-order accurate in the interior and third-order accurate near the boundary, because we apply a fourth-order time-stepping scheme, and because we employ sponge and Riemann extrapolation at the far eld, it is dif cult to conjecture what theoretical convergence rates should be obtained. However, our observed convergence rates for the various quantities are sensible. In particular, the comparison between the derivative information h[r J .g/] h , ±gi G obtained from our optimize-then-discreti ze approach and the nite difference approximation to the directional derivative hr[J h .g/]; ±gi G of the discretize-then-opti mize approach support our procedure.
Conclusions
This work focuses on several important issues encountered in the optimal boundary control of aeroacoustic ows governed by high-order central nite difference discretizations of the unsteady Euler equations. These issues include: proper resolution of uctuating ow quantities, nonre ecting far-eld boundary treatments, and solid wall modeling. The importance of these issues is well known for computational aeroacoustics, but they are also critically important when optimal control is applied to aeroacoustic ows. In addition, optimal transpiration boundary control of aeroacoustics also requires the formulation and implementation of accurate neareld BCs on the controlled segment of the boundary. It is argued, based on the characteristic wave propagation speeds normal to the controlledboundary,thatsubsonicsuctionrequiresone physicalBC, whereas blowing requires three physical BCs. Our implementation of the transpiration BC is based on a decomposition of the inviscid uxes into several planar pseudowaves aligned with the boundary tangent and boundary normal directions by the use of a technique originally introduced by Sesterhenn. 1 The transpiration BC is applied to three optimal control test problems. A continuous adjoint gradient-based method is used to solve the optimization problems, and the adjoint equation, its end time condition, and BCs are stated and discussed. Despite the difference in the number of derived adjoint BCs for suction, blowing, and solid walls, the adjoint BCs are compatible because the control tends to zero. The rst test problem demonstrates that the transpiration control actuation is capable of producing well-resolved acoustic waves that reduce the observed sound amplitude by means of wave cancellation. In the second test problem, the transpiration BC mimics a nonre ecting BC on the controlled surface to eliminate the intensifying effect of re ections off of the solid wall. The nal test problem demonstrates that optimal transpiration control is capable of creating a nonre ecting surface that rivals the widely used Riemann nonre ecting far-eld treatment.
Appendix: Adjoint Equations and Gradient of the Objective Function Derivation of the Adjoint Equations
We associate adjoint variableş Equations (11) (12) (13) state the adjoint BCs in terms of the adjoint variables¸. For the derivation of these conditions and for their implementation, it is convenient to introduce the characteristic adjoint variables ª, which will be de ned hereafter. By M D @q=@u, we denote the Jacobian of the conservative variables with respect to the primitive variables. 
A9)
of the characteristic adjoint variables will be used to rewrite (A4e). References 16 and 34-36 have also used adjoint characteristic variables in the formulation and implementation of adjoint BCs.
Adjoint Wall BCs
Because the number of imposed BCs and the imposed quantities themselves depend on the sign of the normal velocity control, we discuss suction and blowing BCs separately.
Suction (v T n = g > 0)
The suction BC operator and its derivatives are given by B.u; ru; g/ D 2 4
